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FIASCO AT FLAGSTAFF LAKE By Clinton B. Townsend
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How did such a fiasco come to pass? Here is the background:
Flagstaff Lake lies near the northwest corner of Maine,
not far from the Canadian border. The North and South
Branches of the Dead River meet at the lake, which in turn
empties via the Dead River to The Forks, where it meets the
East Branch to form the main stem of the Kennebec River.
There was a small natural lake at Flagstaff. In 1950, Central
Maine Power Company (CMP) built the Long Falls Dam
to create a storage impoundment to supply an even flow of
water for the downstream Kennebec River hydroelectric
dams and for flood control. There is no generating capacity
at the Long Falls Dam.
In order to construct the dam, CMP undertook eminent
domain proceedings by which it acquired and removed the
buildings at Flagstaff Village, and forced its inhabitants to
move elsewhere. Such an event probably could not happen
today, but it reflects the temper of those times. In 1999 the
dam was sold to FPL Energy.
The lake has significant values as habitat for waterfowl and

Flagstaff Lake is one of eleven such impoundments in
Maine. All hydroelectric storage impoundments follow a
similar operating regime: At the time of spring run-off,
the impoundment fills with water, and is gradually drawn
down during the course of the year, reaching its lowest
point in late winter, and then repeating the cycle.
The Flagstaff impoundment is vast in area, almost 30
square miles, but it is shallow, with an average depth of
18 feet and a maximum depth of 48 feet. Even a modest
draw-down exposes large areas of lake bottom, which in
turn means that aquatic habitat is disturbed, because the
area suitable for use by fish, amphibians and invertebrates
is reduced, dissolved oxygen levels drop and wave action
against the unvegetated lake bottom increases turbidity.
Under the 1921 Federal Power Act, the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) has exclusive jurisdiction
over all electrical generating facilities, including hydroelectric
storage impoundments. This authority is exercised by issuing
a license to the operator of the project for a term of 30 to 50 years.
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Flagstaff Fiasco... continued from page 1
While FERC has great authority to regulate hydroelectric
generating and water storage projects, that authority is not
entirely unfettered. Section 401 of the 1972 Federal Clean
Water Act gives every state control over the management of
its waters in FERC licensing proceedings.
FERC cannot issue or renew a license unless the relevant
state agency either signs off on the project by issuing a Water
Quality Certificate (WQC) or waives its right to do so. The
state agency can either approve or deny an application for
the WQC required for Section 401 certification, but must
do so within one year of the date of filing the application.
Failure to act within the one-year time frame results in
automatic waiver of the state’s authority.
The Maine Department of Environmental Protection
(MDEP) is the state agency with authority to act under
Section 401. The Maine Board of Environmental Protection
(MBEP) has oversight and appellate jurisdiction over MDEP.
The State of Maine has stringent requirements as to the
management of all of the State’s waters. It has long been the
view of MDEP that an excessive drawdown in a hydroelectric impoundment results in a violation of state law as
to lake water quality.
A proceeding has been pending before FERC to re-license
the Flagstaff project since 1996. A central issue has been
disagreement between FPL Energy and MDEP about the
permissible winter drawdown of Flagstaff Lake. FPL Energy
has been represented throughout the proceedings by Attorney
Matthew Manahan of the same Portland law firm Pierce
Atwood in which Commissioner Patricia Aho was an attorney.
In late 2003, the then-Commissioner of MDEP, Dawn
Gallagher, against the advice of her staff, authorized a
WQC permitting winter draw-downs at the Flagstaff
Project of up 24 feet, with an additional drawdown of up
to 36 feet if required for flood control. As a consequence,
FERC issued a license to FPL Energy based on the
drawdowns authorized in the WQC.
Maine Rivers, the Natural Resources Council of Maine,
Trout Unlimited and the Appalachian Mountain Club and
several individuals brought an appellate proceeding before
the Maine Board of Environmental Protection in 2004,
based on their concern about the impact of the proposed 24
foot drawdown on water quality.
The United States Environmental Protection Administration
(EPA), which has oversight over state water quality laws
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Flagstaff Lake, image courtesy of Ron Logan

under the 1972 Clean Water Act, supported the NGOs in the
appeal, and made a presentation to MBEP as to why the 2003
WQC was not acceptable.
The Board overturned the authorization of the Department
in 2004. As the result of the BEP reversal of the
Department, FERC stayed issuance of the license pending
further proceedings on the WQC application.
Subsequently Commissioner Gallagher was relieved of her
position. The Maine Supreme Court sustained the Board of
Environmental Protection’s ruling in 2007.
With the exception of the aberrant 2003 decision which
was later overturned, over the past 15 years since the
original filing for relicensing of the Flagstaff Project, the
State of Maine and at first CMP, and then FPL Energy
after the 1999 transfer, have been engaged in an elaborate
pas-de-deux whereby, at the request of MDEP, FPL
Energy has annually withdrawn its WQC application
immediately prior to expiration of the 1 year period, then
simultaneously resubmitted it. This kept the dialog open as
the parties worked toward a compromise.
That is, until 2011, when this process was rudely shattered.
In the summer of 2011, Dana Murch, the long-serving
Hydropower Coordinator responsible for administering
the WQC process, retired from MDEP. Before doing so,
he wrote an exit memorandum outlining the entire history
of the Flagstaff relicensing proceedings. All of the relevant
documents were attached as exhibits.
The memorandum carefully pointed out that failure by
the DEP either to approve or deny the pending WQC
application on or before November 15, 2011 would result in
waiver of the state’s authority to do so.

Instead of designating one person to act as hydropower
coordinator, Commissioner Aho split Dana Murch’s job
up between several staffers, none of whom had previous
experience with hydropower, and none of whom had any
institutional memory of the complex issues upon which
Dana Murch had been working.

There is a mechanism written into both the Federal Clean
Water Act and into Maine’s water quality laws whereby an
impasse between a state and a FERC license applicant over
such matters as the amount of drawdown of a hydroelectric
storage impoundment can be resolved. It is known as a
‘Use Attainability Analysis’, or UAA.

In spite of the exit memorandum regarding the Flagstaff
Project which Dana Murch had prepared, and in which
the time frame for requesting FPL to withdraw and refile
its WQC application was clearly set forth, that deadline of
November 15, 2011 was not met by MDEP.

Under this process, it is possible that a drawdown in
excess of the amount permitted under state water quality
standards can be authorized, if in the UAA proceedings,
it is found that the societal costs of meeting water quality
standards do not justify strict adherence to them.

As a consequence, the State of Maine lost control of the
water quality of Flagstaff Lake for the remainder of the
term of the current FERC license. Only FERC will have a
say as to management of the lake.

It is an ‘out’ designed to afford relief to license applicants
in situations such as the Flagstaff relicensing. It has been
used at least once previously in Maine, for the Ripogenus
Project on the West Branch of the Penobscot River, and
has worked well.

This state of affairs came to the attention of the
environmental community within hours of the failure to
meet the deadline on November 15th, 2011.
At first, the party line from MDEP was that there had
been an unfortunate staff oversight resulting in the missed
deadline, and everyone was terribly sorry, but not to worry,
Maine’s interests would continue to be protected in the FERC
proceedings, and it would certainly never happen again.
Then, as the result of Freedom of Access inquiries pursued
by Sean Mahoney of the Conservation Law Foundation,
it was learned that the missed deadline was likely not the
result of oversight after all, but was almost certainly a
deliberate decision by Commissioner Aho.
In August, 2011, she had discussed the entire matter both
with Dana Murch and with her former law partner, Matt
Manahan. Thus, she was likely fully aware of the deadline
date and the implications for the State of Maine if that
deadline were allowed to pass without withdrawal of the
application or denial of the WQC.
Nonetheless, the deadline passed without MDEP action, resulting
in waiver of the State of Maine’s right to manage its own waters.
FPL Energy has requested FERC to lift the 2004 stay of the
license. The EPA and the Conservation Law Foundation,
Maine Rivers, the Natural Resources Council of Maine,
Trout Unlimited and the Appalachian Mountain Club,
have all requested FERC to take into consideration the
terms of the 2004 Board of Environmental Protection
Order in issuing the license. As of this writing, there has
been no response from FERC.

The rub is that only the license applicant can request a UAA.
It cannot be forced by the state. For reasons known only to
itself, FPL Energy has not seen fit to take advantage of the
UAA process. In view of the enormous sums of money spent
by FPL Energy in the relicensing proceedings, the cost of a
UAA would appear to be within the bounds of reason.
The concern is not simply the actual amount of water
to be drawn down at Flagstaff Lake or any of the ten
other similarly situated hydro-electric impoundments.
Maine Rivers, the Natural Resources Council of Maine,
Trout Unlimited, the Appalachian Mountain Club and
the Conservation Law Foundation have an enormous
stake in seeing to it that Maine’s water quality laws
are administered honestly and transparently, and not
subverted behind closed doors.
CODA: The Brassua Lake Project on the Moose River,
which feeds into Moosehead Lake and thence via the East
Branch to the Kennebec main stem at The Forks, has been
in a similar situation as Flagstaff. Two months before the
decision deadline of March 24, 2012, Sean Mahoney of
the Conservation Law Foundation pointedly inquired of
Commissioner Aho whether the Department would fail
to act on the Brassua application as well. On February
13, 2012, FPL simultaneously withdrew and refiled its
application for the Brassua Project.
As Justice Louis D. Brandeis of the United States Supreme
Court famously said, “Sunshine is the best disinfectant.”
–Clinton Townsend
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ALEWIVES by Mariana Stockly Tupper
I am afraid of fish.
I am afraid to look at them,
to watch them struggling upstream
in the spring where the ladder begins.
Within yards of its commencement
the first dead ones begin to float down,
their eyes as blank as buttons,
their bodies floating on the surface
of the stream like leaves.
Everywhere I look there are miraculously more-some fish already half-way to the top,
others just daring to begin.
With surging strength they fight the current
of the maze, hug its concrete, wriggle upwards
with a motion that appears stationary in the ripples
until, suddenly, they round the next bend
and slip into an eddy.
I should have come hungry to witness this,
arrived sweaty and sleepless
as I imagine them to be.
Ospreys hover overhead.
Crowds tremble on the banks,
wondering why no one thought to bring a net
--to help, or to feast?
In the pond above the ladder,
the survivors are swimming in slow circles,
catching their breath.
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MINING BILL PASSES

Despite opposition from a coalition of environmental and conservation groups, including Maine Rivers, in mid-April the
Maine Legislature passed LD 1853, “An Act To Improve Environmental Oversight and Streamline Permitting for Mining in
Maine.” The bill, introduced by Representative John Martin (D-Eagle Lake) as the legislature entered its final weeks, marks
a major step backwards in protecting Maine’s water resources and in regulating the giant open-pit mines that have become
the industry standard.
Opponents urged legislators to take more time to study the bill’s impacts, pointing out that the measure weakened
protections for groundwater from mining pollution, explicitly allows mining companies not to clean up their mines to
match conditions before they started mining and made it more likely that Maine taxpayers will have to pay for cleaning up
the messes that mining companies leave behind. Nonetheless, a majority of lawmakers bowed to pressure from advocates
who claimed Canada-based J.D. Irving Inc., Maine’s largest landowner, needed quick action on the bill to allow it to exploit
gold, silver and copper deposits at Bald Mountain in Aroostook County.
Maine Rivers will be watching and participating in the rule-making work that now follows in hopes of strengthening
protection of the rivers and streams so vital to the state’s health and economy.
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Dear Friend of Maine Rivers,
We’ve chosen to devote much of this issue of “Making Waves” to an article written by river hero extraordinaire Clinton
“Bill” Townsend. Bill has been deeply involved in many—some would say most-- river restoration and river protection
success stories in Maine over the past four decades. His energetic and visionary work has improved the waters of our state
in measurable and immeasurable ways.
However, this story is not one of success, it’s of failure and frustration. In “Fiasco at Flagstaff Lake” Bill recounts the steps
and missteps lead to State of Maine’s loss control of the water quality regulation of Flagstaff Lake.
Maine’s Department of Environmental Protection ignored numerous public values by letting this opportunity pass, including:
Public Reserve Lands (Bigelow Preserve) on the Flagstaff shoreline (now presumably dewatered and inaccessible by boat
during draw downs); a public boat ramp (currently not accessible in the late season); some of the state’s most extensive shallow
wetlands with assorted waterfowl/wading bird habitat; a whitewater boating industry that relies on flows from the dam; 16
miles of outstanding brook trout and landlocked salmon fishing below the dam that rely on minimum flows from the dam;
fisheries for brook trout and landlocked salmon in the tributaries that likely use Flagstaff Lake as overwintering habitat, the
new Hut to Hut trail that runs along the shore of Flagstaff Lake including a hut on the shore of the lake.
We share this story with you because we believe it highlights a disturbing disregard for the importance of protecting
Maine’s assets and shows how years of time and resources invested in protecting this authority were squandered. However,
other Maine Rivers’ projects and priorities are making significant progress. Recent highlights include:
Mousam and Kennebunk Rivers
Working with our partners in the Mousam and Kennebunk Rivers Alliance, we are pleased to report that several local
projects are moving ahead. This year alewives will be restocked in Alewife Pond outside Kennebunk. For the first time
in memory fish will return to a pond that held their name. Volunteers are also gearing up to continue water quality
monitoring and have been working with the Kennebunk, Kennebunkport, and Wells Water District to restore the Branch
Brook fish ladder.
Crooked River
Maine Rivers has been coordinating a group of organizations that share our opposition to rebuilding a sawmill on this
ecological valuable stretch of river. The Crooked has been identified as one of only seven rivers in Maine that are “the state’s
most significant inland fishery rivers.”
Royal River
The Town of Yarmouth is evaluating options to remove the two Royal Rivers dams that it owns. Both dams block access
for sea-run species. At a public hearing in front of the Yarmouth Town Council this winter, numerous groups shared
their enthusiasm dam removal and river restoration, including the Maine Association of Charterboat Captains, Coastal
Conservation Association, the Sebago Chapter of Trout Unlimited, as well as two Yarmouth high school students who
presented a petition signed by 100 of their classmates. Maine Rivers has been spearheading restoration efforts.
We look forward to celebrating the successes of other restoration projects in Maine. This summer the first dam on the
Penobscot River is scheduled for removal. We salute the three runners from the Penobscot Nation who ran the Boston
Marathon to raise funds for the Penobscot River Restoration Trust. As this newsletter goes to print, we hope the beginning of
another great year for alewife migration is underway. The first ever Benton Alewife Festival will be held in May to celebrate
the newly revitalized Sebasticook River, made possible with the removal of the Fort Halifax Dam nearly four years ago.
In coming years we look forward to more celebrations of restoration, resilience and renewal. Please join me in supporting
the valuable work of Maine Rivers. Your donation is more valuable than ever.
Sincerely,

Nick Bennett, Maine Rivers Board President
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CURRENTS
Maine Rivers is pleased to announce the creation of an Advisory Board and the appointment of three members,
John M. Kauffmann, Dusti Faucher and Ted Ames.
John M. Kauffmann is a writer and conservationist who has been an eloquent spokesman for rivers. His 20-year
career with the National Park Service took him from Washington where he helped plan a Potomac National River
to Alaska where he was the chief planner of the Noatak National Preserve and Gates of the Arctic National Park and
Preserve. John has written two books, Flow East, A Look At Our North Atlantic Rivers and Alaska’s Brooks Range, the
Ultimate Mountains. John lives in Yarmouth.
Dusti Faucher is a founding member of Maine Rivers and the founder of Friends of the Presumpscot River, a
grassroots organization that works to restore and protect the Presumpscot River. Dusti worked to restore migratory
fish species in the river through the installation of fish passage on six of the Presumpscot River’s eight dams,
intervening in the FERC process. Dusti was pivotal in achieving the successes to date; getting the new licenses for five
dams to include provisions for fish passage, and defeating challenges to these license provisions all the way to the US
Supreme. Dusti and her husband Ron live in Hobe Sound, FL but visit Maine frequently.
Ted Ames, fisherman and historical fisheries ecology researcher, is a co-founder of Penobscot East Resource
Center. Using his trademark approach of integrating fishermen’s knowledge into fishery science, Ted has
published several peer-reviewed articles on groundfish stock structure and the connection between river herring
and groundfish stocks. He is the recipient of a 2005 MacArthur Award and 2007 Maine Initiatives Watering
Can Award. He recently completed a year as Visiting Coastal Studies Scholar at Bowdoin College. Ted lives in
Stonington, Maine with his wife, Robin Alden.

◄ Landis Hudson,
Maine Rivers
Executive Director
and Rick Lawrence,
member of the
Board of Directors,
at the dam removal
workshop in Augusta

▲ Nick Bennett, Maine Rivers Board President, on the first
Royal River Spring Fling Paddle
► More than 60 participants attended Maine’s first
dam removal workshop, organized by Maine Rivers,
American Rivers, the NOAA Restoration Center and the
Wells Reserve.
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